Abstract. A mathematical method based on the G,projection of di erential inclusions is used to construct dynamical models of population biology. We suppose that the system under study, not being limited by resources, may be described by a control system _ xt = f xt; u t; where u is a control describing the choice of resources. Then considering the constraints that the system must satisfy we de ne a viability set K: Since there may not exist a control u: such that the corresponding solution satis es xt 2 K; we h a ve t o c hange the dynamics of the control system to get a viable solution. Using the G,projection we i n troduce so called "projected" control system _ xt = G T K f xt; u t that has a viable solution. The projected system has usually simpler dynamics then traditional models used in population biology.
Introduction
In this paper we study one possible approach to construct dynamical models of population biology. Models based on di erential equations have been used in population biology since the times of Lotka and Volterra. The state variables are usually the densities of the populations and or resources and therefore they must satisfy certain constraints. For example, they must be non-negative. The general approach to model a system is to construct a di erential equation in such a way that the solution satis es all these constraints. Since in general linear models do not satisfy these constraints, non-linear models have been considered.
In this paper we show another possible approach. In general, biological systems have an endogenous growth rate when they are provided with the resources they need. For example we can assume that without limitation by resources nutrients, space, light etc. a population will grow exponentially. If it does not, the reason is that it 'consumes' scarce resources. The question is: How can we modify a dynamical system to make i t viable, i.e. having solutions which d o satisfy the constraints, knowing the dynamical behavior of the system without the state constraints. This already de ned dynamics will be called endogenous. Such endogenous dynamics may be for example linear. Considering the constraints that the system must satisfy we de ne so called viability set. In many cases K is the positive orthant of the Euclidian space. Of course, the endogenous dynamics may not have a viable solution, i. e. a solution satisfying the constraints. To get a viable solution we c hange the endogenous dynamics using so called G,projection. Since a population can choose among several resources we assume that the endogenous dynamics can be described by a control system _ xt = fxt; u t; ut 2 U ; 1 where U is a set of possible controls u that describe the selection of the resources.
Let K denote the viability set. The viable solutions of 1 are those which o b e y xt 2 K for all t 2 0; T :
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The system can obey equation 1 until it reaches the boundary of the viability set K. Then some constraints are active and if there is no control u: 2 U that keeps the system 1 in K the dynamics of 1 must change to keep the system viable. To make 1 viable it is enough to "project" the dynamics 1 onto the contingent cone to the set K; see 1 . Projected di erential equations have been used to build planning models in economics by projecting the dynamics onto the tangent cone to the viability set de ned by state constraints 3, 5 . Projection of the best approximation was used. Since this projection is not general enough to provide plausible models of population biology we use more general G,projection, see 6 . To de ne the G,projection we assume that a map G in general set-valued is given. This map gives directions in which 1 is projected. From biological point of view to project 1 it means to increase the mortality rates of those populations that are limited by the lack of resources. It was proved, see 6 that the projected system has the same solutions as the following di erential inclusion _ xt 2 fxt; u t , mGxt; u t; u 2 U 3 where the control parameter m 0 can be interpreted as induced mortality rate that keeps the system viable.
The theory of the G,projected di erential inclusions will be used to provide di erential equations which are good candidates to model the evolution of the systems of population dynamics.
Endogenous dynamics
In biology, c hemistry, economics etc. it is quite usual to describe a system by an energy or nutrient, money etc. graph. Such a graph describes the ow o f energy etc. between di erent parts of the system. In ecology such c harts are also called food webs or trophic nets and we will use them to describe ecosystems. The components of such a graph will be di erent populations and or abiotic resources.
Let us assume that a system of n populations and or abiotic resources is given and let us construct a dynamic model of this system.
Since usually a population can use alternative resources we h a ve to include in our model some controls that will allow t o c hoose these resources according to the decision taken by the population. We i n troduce a class of matrices U that we will call "food web matrices". This class of matrices consists of all square matrices of dimension n for which the following holds: The value u ij can be interpreted as the probability that the j,th population exploits the i,th component of the graph.
We assume that the endogenous dynamics is described by the following control system _ xt = fxt; u t; ut 2 U : Construction of population growth equations 6 
Viability constraints
Let us assume there are some "viability constraints" that the system must satisfy. We assume that these constraints are given by p functions r i :; i = 1; : : : ; p and we de ne the viability set K 1 We change the growth rate only of those populations whose growth is limited by the lack of resources.
2 The induced mortality for each population is at least linear function of its density.
From the computational point of view it is quite unpleasant that since G:; : 
A description of competing populations
Let x 1 denote the resource for which n populations x 2 ; : : : ; x n+1 compete.
Let us suppose that the growth of each population without limitation can be described by the following di erential equation : _ x i t = a i x i t , n i x i t; i = 2 ; : : : ; n + 1 ; 20 with a i n i 0; i = 2 ; : : : ; n + 1 :
As concerns the resource we distinguish two possibilities: 1 the resource is nondestructible for example space 2 the resource for example nutrient is used up by the populations . The existence of a solution to these discontinuous di erential equations follows from Theorem 1.A and Theorem 2.A.
Discussion
In this paper we used the method of G,projection of a control system onto a viability set to construct models of interacting populations. In fact, the G,projection can be seen as a method that "couples" possibly independent di erential equations in such a way that the resulting equations satisfy given constraints. Since in many cases the dynamics of the system inside the set K is quite simple for example linear the resulting projected equation has simpler dynamics then the standard models of population biology. The price that we have t o p a y is that the right hand side of the projected system is not a continuous function. Therefore the existence results for the projected system are more complicated then in continuous case. 27 Then the solutions to 14 are the viable solutions to 13 and conversely.
In the next theorem we give some conditions under which 19 is di erential equation and has the same solution set as 13 and conversely. 
